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The Vampire's Witch (A Witch Between Worlds Book 1)
Would you go to any lengths to save the one you love? The Willows is a resort town run by vampires,
werewolves, and witches. Here, their true identities are kept secret from humans, and intimate relations
between the individual clans are strictly forbidden. When a vampire falls in love with a werewolf, the
tenuous line of their co-existence has been crossed. Caught in the crossfire of this revelation, a
vampire clan leader and an innocent witch are killed. These deaths spark a series of horrific events
leading to an all out War In The Willows. Unexpected close encounters, bodies ripe with need, and
situations beyond their control lead to forbidden relationships. Now three vampires, a witch, a
werewolf, and a human must ride along the edges of the rules. They will attempt once unthinkable
romantic entanglements despite all those who oppose their relationships, while fighting for their lives.
With the Willows full of violence and bloodshed, meetings and magic amiss, will the clans ever be able
to find peace among them again? Or, will this war destroy the Willows? In Book 1: Isaac, always one to
kick ass first and deal with the consequences later, kidnaps a witch. He intends to find out what type
of retaliation the witch clan is planning against the vampires and werewolves. In doing so, he finds so
much more than he bargained for.
Unless I want a vampire for a sister, I better learn to trust one as a friend. There I was thinking
saving Faerie had been challenging. Compared to what I'm up against now, fighting with the rebels to
topple the Seelie regime seems like a walk in the park. Who would have thought that realm-wide strife
and the threat of supernatural invasion could sound like the good old days? Everything can change in a
day, as they say, and for me it sure as hell did. With my sister's life on the line for a magical crime
she didn't commit, the clock is ticking loud and fast for me to save her. To clear her name, I need to
unravel a mystery with so many knots that I'm not even sure where to start pulling. Do I choose the
mysterious veil witch trying to kill us, the ruthless vampire seeking world domination, or the High
Demon with the powers of a goddess? They're all involved somehow, and I'm willing to bet my old friend
Vintain has a hand in this too. The problem being I don't have the first idea what their game is. Still,
it appears that what happens in Faerie, doesn't stay in Faerie, or so I keep thinking. Then there's the
cherry on top of this little nightmare sundae: to sort this mess out I'll have to partner up with a
vampire. Just perfect, seeing as I'm magically predisposed to obliterate her and she has every reason to
hate me. But I better make it work, because if I don't turn things around soon I may end up with a
vampire for a sister.
She's a vampire. She's a witch. And she's heartless... literally. Mercy died twice. Once when she became
a vampire. Again, when her own father had her heart cut out of her chest. But Mercy's guide in the Craft
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had other ideas. The essence of her heart, now bound to her brother's soul, revived the vampire witch.
But the Order of the Morning Dawn will stop at nothing to eliminate her. An organization devoted to two
tasks-burning witches and vanquishing vampires-will literally go to hell and back in an effort to
liberate Mercy's brother's soul and end Mercy's vampiric life. If Mercy wants to live she must go to
hell herself and capture her brother's soul before the Order can get to him. Will Mercy survive, or will
the Order finally eliminate one of the most notorious vampires in existence? Bloody Hell is the first
book in Theophilus Monroe's Legacy of a Vampire Witch series. These vampires don't sparkle. If Anne
Rice's Vampire Chronicles ever met the Mayfair witches you might end up with a character like Monroe's
Mercy Brown. She is a ruthless, badass, snarky anti-hero straight out of your worst nightmares. But you
will want to root for her nonetheless! Bloody Hell will take you from the time she was turned in the
1890s through the present day. Readers of Monroe's Voodoo Legacy will get a glimpse of her role in that
series-from her own perspective-while being taken on a new action packed adventure and dark urban
fantasy story that is wholly Mercy's own. Upcoming releases in this series (all launching in
October/November, 2020): Bloody Mad Bloody Wicked Bloody Devil Bloody War
The #1 New York Times-bestselling sequel to A Discovery of Witches, book two of the All Souls Series.
Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder.
Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! Picking up from A Discovery of Witches' cliffhanger ending, Shadow
of Night takes reluctant witch Diana Bishop and vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont on a trip through
time to Elizabethan London, where they are plunged into a world of spies, magic, and a coterie of
Matthew's old friends, the School of Night. As the search for Ashmole 782--the lost and enchanted
manuscript whose mystery first pulled Diana and Matthew into one another's orbit--deepens and Diana
seeks out a witch to tutor her in magic, the net of Matthew's past tightens around them. Together they
find they must embark on a very different - and vastly more dangerous - journey. "A captivating and
romantic ripping yarn,"** Shadow of Night confirms Deborah Harkness as a master storyteller, able to
cast an "addictive tale of magic, mayhem and two lovers."** *E.L. James **Chicago Tribune
(From my collection of very sweet lesbian love stories but with enough action, romance, and adventure
for everyone.) "Tammy!" Sophia exclaimed, "How many times must we remind you?" Sophia admonished before
Rose added, "Tammy we understand, truly we do, but you must know it simply isn't safe for you outside of
this house, especially in the daylight when your guards cannot follow." "It's that Jason boy again,
isn't it?" Sophia accused with a heavy condescending tone. I try my best not to giggle and upset them
even more. I really have come to love them over the past two years. It's just that they are vampires and
Sophia was turned when she was like sixteen or seventeen so it is just a little difficult to take her
seriously when she tries to scold me in her most authoritative voice. You see they are not only vampires
but the Vampire Council, leaders of the entire vampire community. At least Rose wasn't turned until she
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was twenty-two which makes it a little easier to accept discipline from her. Although, their discipline
usually only consists of a firm talking to and maybe a disappointed look. It's not like they could
ground me or anything, you see one man's protective custody is another's prison. I'm not just an
ordinary teenage girl living with a couple of vampires, I'm different. I always knew I was different,
even from the time I was a little girl growing up in the city with my mother. But a few months before I
turned sixteen strange things started happening. I learned that with the right thoughts, words, and
focus, I could make things happen. All kinds of things, small things at first and not for very long but
the more I tried the better I got at controlling whatever it was that was happening to me.
In the Blood (Book #2 in the Vampire's Witch Saga)
The Seventh Day (Book #3 in the Vampire's Witch Saga)
Rising
A Vampire/Witch Romance
The Mayfair Witches Series 3-Book Bundle
The Vampire's Last Dance: Love Spells
Working for vampires is not easy. Finding out you are a witch after thirty, even less. But when you lose
everything after a divorce, you take any opportunity you can... even when the job requirements include
casting spells and dealing with a charming, yet fanged co-worker. WINNER OF THE 2020 INTERNATIONAL
VAMPIRE FILM & ARTS FESTIVAL SILVER STAKE AWARD.Clueless Witch Meets Quirky Vampire: an enchanting tale
of love and magic."The highly original plot combines the best of paranormal with the best of romance: a
tantalizing, unputdownable read." -The Booklife Prize critic's report. A magical story about a lost
witch recovering her self-esteem and overcoming a terrible mistake, a seemingly cheerful vampire with a
tortured past, and finding love in the most unexpected of places. Alba is about to lose everything after
her divorce... until she meets The Vampires of Emberbury, who dwell under an abandoned graveyard, stuck
in Victorian times. They will make her a very interesting job offer, and she will get to meet Clarence,
a mysterious vampire gentleman who thinks cloaks and top hats are still in fashion. With his help, Alba
will figure out that, sometimes, the scariest monster isn't the one with fangs. This is a slow-burn
paranormal vampire romance and magical realism novel that deals with worldly issues in a magical,
humorous way and guarantees to make you laugh, cry, and gasp as you follow Alba and Clarence on their
quest to solve Alba's real-life troubles in a fairy-tale setting. Stray Witch is the first book in The
Vampires of Emberbury series. It can also be read as a stand-alone story.Praise for Stray Witch: "I
loved this story! The pacing was steady, and the characters were well-developed and realistic. I found
it very easy to relate to Alba, to sympathize with her, and to cheer her on as she fought to protect her
daughters and start a new life. I really liked Clarence, the mysterious gentlemanly vampire. I was
especially intrigued by his dark past and wanted to know more. I also enjoyed the slow-burn romantic
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subplot between Alba and Clarence." -Angela's Book Addiction. "The highly original plot combines the
best of paranormal with the best of romance. (...) Each character is lovingly detailed, vivid in
perspective. The slow teasing out of each's history allows for a tantalizing, unputdownable read." -The
Booklife Prize critic's report. "Written in the alternating first-person perspective of Alba and
Clarence, the reader is allowed a glimpse into their intertwined lives as two people who shouldn't have
fallen in love try to discover their feelings and themselves. (...) Self-discovery, romance, heartbreak,
and challenges fill this sweet romance in which you can't help but root for the main characters."
-Reader's Favorite. Other titles in The Vampires of Emberbury series: Stray Witch (Book 1) Witch's
Mirror (Book 2) Witches Masquerade (Book 3) The Vampire's Assistant (Julia and Francesca's story: a
novella) A Winter's Cobalt Kiss (A Vampire Christmas Novelette in the World of Stray Witch)
An enchanting, hypnotic trilogy of witchcraft, adventure, and romance from the beloved author of
Interview with the Vampire and The Vampire Lestat, The Mayfair Witches is a wondrous journey through the
centuries, across the globe, and between the human and demonic worlds. Now all three novels in Anne
Rice’s spellbinding series have been collected for the first time in this stunning eBook bundle: THE
WITCHING HOUR LASHER TALTOS On the screened porch of a great New Orleans house, now faded, a mute and
fragile woman sits rocking. She belongs to a legendary dynasty of witches—a family that is itself
haunted over the ages by a dangerous and seductive being named Lasher. Their story begins in our time,
with a rescue at sea. Rowan Mayfair, a brilliant neurosurgeon aware of her abilities but oblivious to
her ancient line, finds the drowned body of Michael Curry off the coast of California and brings him to
life. In his brief interval of death, he has acquired a sensory power that mystifies and frightens him.
Fiercely drawn to each other, Rowan and Michael set out to solve the mystery of her past and his
unwelcome gift, and an intricate tale of evil unfolds: an evil unleashed in seventeenth-century
Scotland, where the first “witch,” Suzanne of the Mayfair, conjures up the spirit that spells her own
destruction and torments each of her descendants in turn. Praise for Anne Rice and The Mayfair Witches
“Behind all the velvet drapes and the gossamer winding sheets, this is an old-fashioned family saga. . .
. Rice’s descriptive writing is so opulent that it almost begs to be read [by] candlelight.”—The
Washington Post Book World “[A] huge and sprawling tale of horror.”—The New York Times Book Review “Lush
prose, dense atmosphere, steamy sex, Gothic tension . . . Rice stages her scenes in a wide variety of
times and locales, tapping deeply into the richest veins of mythology and history.”—San Francisco
Chronicle “Spellbinding . . . mythical . . . Rice is a pure storyteller.”—Cosmopolitan “Rice sees things
on a grand scale. . . . There is a wide-screen historical sweep to the tale as it moves from one
generation of witches to the other.”—The Boston Globe “An intricate, stunning imagination.”—Los Angeles
Times Book Review “It is hard to praise sufficiently the originality of Miss Rice. . . . She has made a
masterpiece of the morbid, worthy of Poe’s daughter.”—The Wall Street Journal
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From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of A Discovery of Witches—look for the hit TV series “A
Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9,
2021! What does it truly take to become a vampire? On the battlefields of the American Revolution,
Matthew de Clermont meets Marcus MacNeil, a young surgeon from Massachusetts, during a moment of
political awakening when it seems that the world is on the brink of a brighter future. When Matthew
offers him a chance at immortality and a new life free from the restraints of his puritanical
upbringing, Marcus seizes the opportunity to become a vampire. But his transformation is not an easy one
and the ancient traditions and responsibilities of the de Clermont family clash with Marcus's deeply
held beliefs in liberty, equality, and brotherhood. Fast-forward to contemporary Paris, where Phoebe
Taylor--the young employee at Sotheby's whom Marcus has fallen for--is about to embark on her own
journey to immortality. Though the modernized version of the process at first seems uncomplicated, the
couple discovers that the challenges facing a human who wishes to be a vampire are no less formidable
than they were in the eighteenth century. The shadows that Marcus believed he'd escaped centuries ago
may return to haunt them both--forever. A passionate love story and a fascinating exploration of the
power of tradition and the possibilities not just for change but for revolution, Time's Convert, the
fourth books in the All Souls Series channels the supernatural world-building and slow-burning romance
that made the previous books instant bestsellers to illuminate a new and vital moment in history, and a
love affair that will bridge centuries.
Magic. Vampires. Fallen empires and dangerous prophecies. Fans of The Vampire Diaries, A Shade of a
Vampire, and Twilight will be blown away by A Witch Between Worlds... Haunted by vivid nightmares,
seventeen year old Clara Blackwell suffers a miserable and downtrodden life in Great Britain. When a
simple act of kindness leads her astray, a chance encounter casts her across the dimensional barrier
between worlds. Clara is thrust into a captivating realm of vampires and magic that is desperate to tear
her apart. Awaking in a mysterious castle under a cosmic sky, she quickly learns that the beauty of this
new world is matched only by its immense peril. Ripped from her nightmares comes Elliott Craven, her
dream savior. Cold, logical, and deeply suspicious of her intentions, the dark lord of the castle will
be her only chance at survival... if only he can find a way to save her. The subjects of his castle
aren't the only dangers lurking in this strange new world. If word of her arrival spreads, the entire
world could erupt into a brutal war over Clara's fate. After all, there hasn't been a human in this
vampire realm for thousands of years, and everyone wants a taste. A fresh and epic story that flips the
entire genre on its head. READ IT! - Selena Reviews ★★★★★ Forget everything you think you know. A Witch
Between Worlds will surprise you at every turn. - Fantasy Daily ★★★★★
From the author of the extraordinary Vampire Chronicles comes a huge, hypnotic novel of witchcraft and
the occult through four centuries. Demonstrating, once again, her gift for spellbinding storytelling and
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the creation of legend, Anne Rice makes real for us a great dynasty of witches--a family given to poetry
and to incest, to murder and to philosophy; a family that, over the ages, is itself haunted by a
powerful, dangerous, and seductive being. On the veranda of a great New Orleans house, now faded, a mute
and fragile woman sits rocking . . . and The Witching Hour begins. It begins in our time with a rescue
at sea. Rowan Mayfair, a beautiful woman, a brilliant practitioner of neurosurgery--aware that she has
special powers but unaware that she comes from an ancient line of witches--finds the drowned body of a
man off the coast of California and brings him to life. He is Michael Curry, who was born in New Orleans
and orphaned in childhood by fire on Christmas Eve, who pulled himself up from poverty, and who now, in
his brief interval of death, has acquired a sensory power that mystifies and frightens him. As these
two, fiercely drawn to each other, fall in love and--in passionate alliance--set out to solve the
mystery of her past and his unwelcome gift, the novel moves backward and forward in time from today's
New Orleans and San Francisco to long-ago Amsterdam and a château in the France of Louis XIV. An
intricate tale of evil unfolds--an evil unleashed in seventeenth-century Scotland, where the first
"witch," Suzanne of the Mayfair, conjures up the spirit she names Lasher . . . a creation that spells
her own destruction and torments each of her descendants in turn. From the coffee plantations of Port au
Prince, where the great Mayfair fortune is made and the legacy of their dark power is almost destroyed,
to Civil War New Orleans, as Julien--the clan's only male to be endowed with occult powers--provides for
the dynasty its foothold in America, the dark, luminous story encompasses dramas of seduction and death,
episodes of tenderness and healing. And always--through peril and escape, tension and release--there
swirl around us the echoes of eternal war: innocence versus the corruption of the spirit, sanity against
madness, life against death. With a dreamlike power, the novel draws us, through circuitous, twilight
paths, to the present and Rowan's increasingly inspired and risky moves in the merciless game that binds
her to her heritage. And in New Orleans, on Christmas Eve, this strangest of family sagas is brought to
its startling climax.
The Witch and the Vampire
A Vampire's Witch
Vampire Witch
Witches' Elements
Stitches and Witches
The Vampire's Witch
The Vampire's Witch welcomes readers back to the world of vampires, witches, and magic. Jaret Bachmann's life spins out of control after a
handsome stranger saves him from an attack along the bike path on Lakeshore Drive. His estranged high school sweetheart stalks him, the
enraged ghost of his ancestor destroys his family, and his bike path savior-cum-lover abandons him after learning Jaret is a powerful witch. A
horrific family tragedy sends Jaret into deep depression. Struggling to find his way afterward, Jaret searches for comfort in the unlikely friendship
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of a secret vampire community. Over time, Jaret's friendship with the vampires strengthens and he forges a new family connection with Xavier,
Thomas, and Catherine. But he and Anthony are estranged, and though their souls are entwined, their hearts are another matter. Xavier, Thomas,
Anthony, and Catherine return in this, the third book in The Realm of the Vampire Council series and a sequel to The Bachmann Family Secret.
RED CAN'T REMEMBER HER PAST. BUT HER PAST REMEMBERS HER... AND WANTS REVENGE. In the dark underworld, she is
known as Red, a witch mentored by a supernatural bounty hunter, where she came from is a mystery. When a murdered model washes up on a
beach, Red and her mentor know the bite marks on the victim can mean only one thing. Teaming up with Lucas, a punk rock vampire with a soul,
Red goes to Los Angeles to investigate. Instead of angels in the shadow of the Hollywood Sign, she only finds more bodies. And a city run by a
vampire queen in Lululemon teetering on the brink of supernatural civil war. Red needs to keep her wits sharp. And her stake sharper. Or she'll
die before she even learns her real name... ---The reviews are in! "Buffy Summers meets Nancy Drew in an LA murder mystery." "It was gritty,
thoughtful, it had original characters and Lordy, I loved the action! Red can be by backup anytime, and bring friends, too." "This is an incredible
book, I honestly read it in one go!" "A strong beginning which draws you straight into Red's world, with intriguing and smoldering characters.
Leaves you wanting more." A Witch Called Red is the first book of the Red Witch Chronicles, a gritty urban fantasy series containing magic,
paranormal adventure, and vampire mayhem along with swearing, violence, and adult situations. Perfect for fans of Kim Harrison, Patricia
Briggs, Jasmine Walt, and Ilona Andrews.
Jessica is a young and powerful witch on a desperate mission to find her soul-mate-a hot vampire king who haunts her dreams with steamy
memories of their blissful past life. The problem is that he could already be dead. To complicate matters further, a psychotic vampire is after her.
He wants the grimoire she stole. For protection, she can only rely on her best friend's family. When she arrives at Affinity, she is brought closer to
her goal. But encountering the man of her dreams is only half the battle. Convincing him that she is his reincarnated love may prove to be next to
impossible. Some memories should remain hidden. If unlocked, death will claim Jessica before her enemy. Although, her survival won't matter if
she faces a rejection that will shatter her very soul.
The Witch, the Wolf and the Vampire
THE SEVENTH DAY was inspired by actual events and their resulting, recurring nightmares. “Skyla could not—would not—believe that she was
meant to lead a mystical life. The plane was taking off and leaving the imaginary world behind.”But the magical world had never been interested
in leaving Skyla Jane Judge alone and would not start now. Bound for her home in New England, 21-year-old Skyla Jane Judge is leaving behind
the “den” where she found acceptance and the promise of eternal love and enlightenment in New Orleans. Confused about who she really is, she
hopes that a return to her roots will provide her with some direction and help to ground her again. But den leader Steve has other plans. When he
pays a call on her after a mysterious trip to the Louisiana Bayou, he proposes a destiny far more grand than the simple one she’s come home in
search of. Skyla ultimately must look deep into her soul for answers, and what she finds opens the door to a fate that exceeds her wildest
imaginings. THE SEVENTH DAY (50,000 words) is Book #3 of The Vampire’s Witch Saga, following Book #1 (THE DEN) and Book #2 (IN THE
BLOOD). Book #4 in the series--SOMETHING WICKED--is now also available!
An Urban Fantasy Novel
The Witch Between Wolves
A Paranormal Cozy Mystery
Revenge of the Witch
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Kiss Me Deadly
Stray Witch

Magic, Vampires, and a world of Werewolves. Fans of The Vampire Diaries, A Shade of a Vampire, and Twilight will love
A Witch Between Wolves! Awoken on a new and dangerous world, Nikki Craven finds herself outmatched and enslaved
by the powerful werewolves of the Terminal Empire. At the head of this army, the fiercely dominant Highlord Darius of
Blades seeks to fulfill his mission: Capture the girl and return her to the Capitol city... and bring her broken. Enraptured
by the vampiric witch and her indomitable spirit, Darius will be pushed to his absolute limit, and he will be forced to
make an impossible choice. A choice that could set fire to the world itself. A Witch Between Wolves is the first book of
the Second Season of A Witch Between Worlds! Catch up by reading Season 1, or jump right in with Nikki Craven and
her deliciously wicked Werewolf captor! A sexy dominant werewolf, a sadistic vampire who can't be tamed, and a whole
new world to discover? A Witch Between Wolves is H-O-T! - Selena Reviews ★★★★★ A Witch Between Wolves is a
powerful and seductive story that leaves us begging for more. Emma Glass just blew us away! - Fantasy Daily
★★★★★
Willow Crest, an 18 year old Senior in High School was born with the gift of Premonitions that came in her dreams. As a
Light Witch and a black sheep within her own town, Willow is constantly bullied by her peers, both Witches and regular
students at her school. Even with her special skills, she is looked down on as the weakest in her Coven, some seeing her
as an outcast as her mother was a Light Witch before her, but her father was a normal human being. Plagued with
Depression and Anxiety, Willow was ready to end her torment until a fateful encounter with a tall, mysterious man with
smoldering gold and red eyes convinces her that life was worth living. Dante Iscariot, a man that walked in the time of
Christ. A participant in many wars. An observer to empires both rising and falling. Though civilizations aged, Dante
didn't. No matter how many followers pledged their allegiance to him, no matter how many people he turned with his
blood, none of them could fill the emptiness that was left inside of himself. Then one day, he met a young woman with
short black hair and violet eyes when visiting a small town in Montana. He planned to turn her until he realized that
they had a connection far stronger than he ever imagined.
SOMETHING WICKED (Book #4 in the Vampire s Witch Saga) was inspired by actual events and their resulting,
recurring nightmares. Skyla Jane Judge has committed herself to her immortal life and her soon-to-be-immortal lover,
but her past continues to haunt her. If they were meant to be, why is she still drawn to a lover from her previous life?
And he to her? What did she die for if not to start anew? Might it really be her fate to spend eternity with him?
Complicating matters, her dearest friend s life hangs in the balance of this uncertainty, and Skyla turns to a trio of
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witches for help. Through their mastery of sorcery, they guide the hand of fate and allow Skyla s restless soul room to
explore and evolve. Of course, with that door open, the unexpected just might walk through. In SOMETHING WICKED,
Skyla struggles to be true to those closest to her. But can she be true to herself at the same time? Or will fate force her
to make a heartbreaking choice? SOMETHING WICKED is Book #4 of The Vampire s Witch Saga, following Book #1
(THE DEN), Book #2 (IN THE BLOOD), and Book #3 (THE SEVENTH DAY). Book #5 in the series is forthcoming soon.
THE DEN was inspired by actual events and their resulting, recurring nightmares. Is it possible to run away from
yourself? No. Skyla Jane Judge should know. Fresh on the heels of a breakup and college graduation, Skyla Jane Judge
feels an inexplicable urge to accompany an attractive stranger on a road trip from New York to New Orleans. Maybe it
has something to do with what a psychic has told her about a past life. Maybe some old friends stuck between lives are
waiting for her there. Whatever the case, she gives in to the lure of Louisiana s voodoo country and doesn t look
back. Longing for change, she uncovers a den beneath the haunted cobblestone streets of the French Quarter and,
in the company of vampires, begins to discover her true self. Skyla embarks on a journey to self-awareness that
ultimately uncovers a secret ceremonial path to love and eternal enlightenment. Though change is what she wanted, is
she ready for the irrevocable change her new friends offer her? THE DEN (47,000 words) is Book #1 of The
Vampire s Witch Saga. Books #2 (IN THE BLOOD) and #3 (THE SEVENTH DAY) in the series are also available for sale.
A vampire in an asylum? Like that is going to end well... Something demonic is infecting humans-and spreading to
vampires when they feed. When Mercy contracts the infection her brother, whose consciousness is now bound to hers,
takes over and goes on a rampage through the French Quarter. Now Mercy is locked up in the Vilokan Asylum for the
Magically and Mentally Deranged. And she's not happy about it. Back in control of her own body she plots her escapebut finds out there might be more going on in the Asylum than she thought, something connected to the Order of the
Morning Dawn and a demonic scheme to infect humans, possess vampires, and dominate the world. To escape, and
combat the monstrous threat that emerges within the Asylum, Mercy must not only get in touch with the darker side of
her vampirism, but also the witchcraft she'd learned in her human life. Bloody Mad is the second book in Theophilus
Monroe's The Legacy of a Vampire Witch series. Vampires, witches, and werewolves. Not to mention demons. You'll
encounter them all in the second part of Monroe's dark and deranged urban fantasy horror series.
The Witch of Endor
Black Annis
Witch Hunter
The Den (Book #1 in the Vampire's Witch Saga)
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A Dark Paranormal Gothic Romance a New Series
The Good, the Bad, and the Undead
Discovering the mother that you thought was dead for over a decade is very much alive can shake your
world. Even more so would be to discover that she has become a mutant-vampire leader and has promised
you in marriage to a wicked vampire king in order to unite the two kingdoms. Now, let's combine that
with the fact that the bearer of such news is a hot and sexy guy who turns out to be a vampire and he
steals your heart. Then, complicate it even more with the fact that he has an equally hot vampire
brother vying for your love and who you also have feelings for and you get an idea of Casey's dilemma
in this sizzling, action packed first book of paranormal romance thriller trilogy. HERE IS WHAT A FEW
READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT BOOK ONE OF THE STEAMY AND EXCITING VAMPIRE TRILOGY... "Whoa!! I desperately
want to grab the next book in the series now! The brilliant synopsis and early reviews create such a
hype before you even open the book... you feel like you already know the characters. I thought it would
spoil some of elements of surprise but no it doesn't. The story is fast paced, gripping, emotional and
steamy!! I can't recommend this book highly enough and I will be adding this epic author to my fave
list." "It grabbed my attention and I seriously couldn't put it down until I finished it that same day!
The plot was excellent. Definitely different from anything I've read. All the characters were well
thought out and I felt like I really knew them. This book just sucked me in, I just cannot say enough
good things. This author goes to the top of my favs list!" "I will never look at a paranormal book
about vampires the same again. This book deals with humans, mutant humans, vampires, mutant vampires, a
New World Order after a nuclear war, and the hatred between the groups. ..... What happens throughout
this book had me unable to put it down, but man alive it was intense! One of those reads that if I said
anything else about this book, I would be giving away key pieces. ..... There are so many things going
on in this book. Things that I did not expect to happen did. Things that I did expect to happen did
not. The intrigue, mystery, and thrills in this book kept me on my toes." "This book was so good! From
the first page I was hooked and it only got better. The romance was sweet and a bit forbidden. The
story was intense and fast paced and kept my attention the entire time. The characters were very well
developed and relatable. I just really enjoyed this story and highly recommend it." "Vampire Witch, by
Eileen Sheehan, is a steamy new adult novel guaranteed to smoke your socks off if you like hot vampire
romance." "This story is told beautifully. Pick up this book. You will not be disappointed." "Well
worth 5 stars."
The second novel in the addictive bestselling supernatural series begun with Dead Witch Walking. To
save herself and her vampire roommate, former bounty hunter Rachel Morgan must confront six feet of
sheer supernatural seduction—the vampire master—and dark secrets she’s hidden even from herself.
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The Vampire’s Witch welcomes readers back to the world of vampires, witches, and magic. Jaret
Bachmann’s life spins out of control after a handsome stranger saves him from an attack along the bike
path on Lakeshore Drive. His estranged high school sweetheart stalks him, the enraged ghost of his
ancestor destroys his family, and his bike path savior-cum-lover abandons him after learning Jaret is a
powerful witch. A horrific family tragedy sends Jaret into deep depression. Struggling to find his way
afterward, Jaret searches for comfort in the unlikely friendship of a secret vampire community. Over
time, Jaret’s friendship with the vampires strengthens and he forges a new family connection with
Xavier, Thomas, and Catherine. But he and Anthony are estranged, and though their souls are entwined,
their hearts are another matter. Xavier, Thomas, Anthony, and Catherine return in this, the third book
in The Realm of the Vampire Council series and a sequel to The Bachmann Family Secret.
Mike Hammer gives a lift to a beauty on the run from a sanitarium—but their joyride is cut short by two
dark sedans full of professional killers, who knock the detective out cold. When he wakes up, his car
has been rolled off a cliff, with his mysterious passenger still inside it. The feds take his gun away
on suspicion, but Hammer’s not about to let that stop him. He’s on the hunt for the men who wrecked his
ride and killed a dame in cold blood—and he’s going to teach them that armed or not, crossing Mike
Hammer is the last thing you should ever do.
Peri has finally defeated her own father, the psycho leader of a sect that has plagued her since
childhood. Now she looks forward to a life she never thought she'd have, in love with both Josef and
Gabe. As the three of them prepare for their future, they become involved in helping their friends Kyle
and Sabrina go on the run, tracking down a kidnapped child and advising the supernatural cop Ronan.
It's an exciting life for Peri, being the mate of both a Vampire and a Wolf! Unknown to them, the
magical sect has gained a new leader. Even more vicious than her father, it's only a matter of time
before this maniac rips apart Peri, Josef and Gabe's world... Book 3 in this Paranormal Romance Series!
The Book of Life (Movie Tie-In)
Witching Hour, Lasher, Taltos
Realms of Spells and Vampires
Fae Witch Chronicles
A Dark Urban Fantasy Story
Bloody Hell

IN THE BLOOD was inspired by actual events and their resulting, recurring nightmares. Do the choices we make in our past lives haunt us
throughout time? That seems to be what’s happening to 21-year-old Skyla Jane Judge as she struggles to decide her future. It turns out that the
special abilities she’s recently discovered stem from spiritual practices she engaged in during a past life. The question is, should she embrace
these powers—and her true self—or should she turn her back on all that she has become and could continue to become? Meanwhile, the “den”
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hums below The French Quarter as its members meditate in their makeshift home. Keeping the clan intact proves to be trickier than ever as they
are forced to seek help deep in Louisiana’s swamp lands- placing their trust in powerful vampires, witches, and ... each other. Skyla realizes that
clarity comes with a cost in this creepy cobblestone town. Her inner turmoil is heightened by the rival affections of two den members. One
offers new love, while the other promises the rekindling of a glorious romance from the past. Skyla’s heart and soul are very literally at stake,
and the effects of her decision are sure to reverberate beyond this lifetime. IN THE BLOOD (48,000 words) is Book #2 of The Vampire’s
Witch Saga, following Book #1 (THE DEN). Book #3 (THE SEVENTH DAY) of the series is also available for sale.
Melora Merriweather is searching for a fellow witch to protect her from a scheming uncle with plans of marriage. When her carriage overturns
on her journey, she is rescued by a mysterious man whom she learns is the very person she seeks. But, he's not the witch she thought he was.
Sebastian Collins should have left for London days ago. Now a snowstorm has trapped him with a woman who has come seeking protection, a
woman who intrigues him like no other. And with each passing hour, his hunger for her grows--hunger for her kiss, her caress, and her blood.
Lilith grew up speaking with the dead and controls magic. She falls in love with Lamech who is not just another pretty face. He is the first
vampire who was cursed for killing Cain. She joins him in eternal night. The curse is passed on to their child in unexpected ways. Though she is
deformed and turns mortals to stone with her gaze, Lilith loves her daughter, Medusa.A renegade vampire named Maldivar seeks to destroy
their coven using werewolves. Only he has learned to walk in daylight unharmed. Will they survive long enough to discover Maldivar's motive
and a way to stop him and his shape-shifter allies?
The #1 New York Times-bestselling third installment of the All Souls series, and the basis for the final season of "A Discovery of Witches,"
coming soon to AMC+, Sundance Now, and Shudder. In The Book of Life Diana and Matthew time-travel back from Elizabethan London to
make a dramatic return to the present--facing new crises and old enemies. At Matthew's ancestral home, Sept-Tours, they reunite with the
beloved cast of characters from A Discovery of Witches--with one significant exception. But the real threat to their future has yet to be
revealed, and when it is, the search for Ashmole 782 and its missing pages takes on even more urgency. In the third volume of the All Souls
series, Harkness deepens her themes of power and passion, family and caring, past deeds and their present consequences. In palatial homes and
university laboratories, using ancient knowledge and modern science, from the hills of the Auvergne to Venice and beyond, the couple at last
learn what the witches discovered so many centuries ago.
"Let's go," Clarence said, glancing at the sky. The sun was about to rise. I threw him a helpless look, too embarrassed to reiterate my worries for
the hundredth time. "You can do this. I believe in you." He framed my face with his hands and kissed me, making all my doubts and fears
evaporate. "See you in London." This is the fourth installment in The Vampires of Emberbury, a vampire and witch paranormal romance and
women's fiction series. What readers are saying about the Stray Witch - The Vampires of Emberbury series: ★★★★★ "There are many dark twists
and turns with delightful touches of humor that make it extremely difficult to put this book down." (Goodreads reviewer) ★★★★★ "The writing was
lyrical and engaging, and the author really swept you along with the characters." (Goodreads reviewer) Witches Masquerade is a vampire and
witch paranormal romance / magical realism novel by Eva Alton. This paranormal women's fiction story is the third installment of the novel
Stray Witch. The Vampires of Emberbury is a Paranormal Vampire Romance & Magical Realism Series with an adult female protagonist and a
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sweet and spicy, vampire - witch romance. Other titles in this series: Stray Witch (Book 1) Witch's Mirror (Book 2) Witches' Masquerade
(Book 3) Witches' Elements (Book 4) The Vampire's Assistant (Prequel, Julia and Francesca's story) A Winter's Cobalt Kiss (A Seasonal
Novella in the world of Stray Witch, Alba, Mark and Clarence's backstory)
Forbidden Legacy
Bloody Mad
A Witch Called Red
A Vampire Witch Paranormal Romance and Women's Fiction
Witches' Masquerade
The Witch, the Wolf and the Vampire

Introducing Love Spells - Get your Laugh Out Loud Paranormal here! She's a witch who carries a family
curse, destined to never get her happily ever after. Felicia Patterson has come to terms with the fact
that she'll never get to be with her one true love... whoever he happens to be. But when the sexiest
vampire she's ever seen walks onto Witch Island, she can't help her fluttering heart. He's a vampire
who's been burned before, destined to never love again. Christoph Parks has sworn off relationships. In
the century that he's walked the earth, he's only known heartbreak and disappointment. But one smile
from the island's sassy florist has his icy heart melting. And now that the pair have been thrown
together to save their loved ones' wedding from imploding, can they also overcome a brutal curse, find a
way to trust, and finally get the love that they deserve?
Humans are going missing all over the city. Bloodthirsty shadow demons are attacking, and the
Brotherhood want to return to the old ways to control the chaos. Digging deeper into these sinister new
threats, Rosalind once again joins forces with Caine. But the sexy incubus has been keeping some major
secrets from her-secrets that hold clues to her own history. And as Rosalind uncovers the truth about
herself, she realizes she has to risk her sanity if she wants to save humanity.
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy
with all the magic of Harry Potter and Twilight” (People). Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of
Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! Deborah
Harkness’s sparkling debut, A Discovery of Witches, has brought her into the spotlight and galvanized
fans around the world. In this tale of passion and obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a
descendant of witches, discovers a long-lost and enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in
Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its reappearance summons a fantastical underworld, which she navigates with
her leading man, vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont. Harkness has created a universe to rival those of
Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth to this riveting tale
of magic and suspense. The story continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and concludes with The Book of
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Life.
Introducing the "Dark Secret" Novel - Discover NOW The New Paranormal Gothic Romance Book by Avin Vang!
A common secret between a powerful coven and a vampire clan that unites them beyond their knowledge.For
how long a secret can remain hidden? Anna StoneAnna Stone is a witch with ambition. She is on a quest to
find the 5 amulets of life, talismans which can protect the supernatural beings which wear them or are
close enough to them.Now, tracking them down to a city that has become home to the Divining Clan, a
group of merciless vampires, she knows that the future lies within her grasp, but it won't be easy.
Ethan Graham Ethan Graham, the 400-year-old leader of the Divining Clan, has his own problems. With a
coven of witches on his tail, he is being pressed by the others to leave their lair and find a new place
to live, where they will be safe.But, unbeknown to his brethren, Ethan has already met Anna and has
fallen in love with her, despite the dangers she poses to their future. For Anna's part she finds Ethan
sexy and intriguing. But he's her enemy too, a dark and dangerous foe who she cannot have a romance
with. Or can she?Torn between her coven and the paranormal world of her new vampire friend, Anna must
make a choice between serving her purpose or saving the man she loves. Family or Love.Can be both? or
there is a choice? Praise for Avin Vang: Wonderful romanceBy Carol Harrison September 25, 2018I loved
this paranormal romance book and I couldn't put it down until the end of the story.Although the story
ended abruptly.The characters were genuine and sexy.I recommend this paranormal romance book to
everyone.Loved this suspenseful romance. I think you will too!By Lindaon September 22, 2018Oh, love this
dilemma ridden book. Anna needs to find the amulets of life, and Ethan has to keep them safe. Is there
any way these two can discover a way to satisfy both needs? If they don't, a love that is developing may
not continue. Ethan is 400+ years old. I think he knows when he's met the "one." Loved this suspenseful
romance. I think you will too!Contemporary Gothic at It's finestBy Andrea L. Stoeckelon September 27,
2018"Are you going to be able to lead us to victory, Anna?" Caitlyn asked. "It's hard to control our
hearts and who we give them to but it's even harder to deny those feelings. "Anna and her sister witches
are in Quiet Waters to find something they had understood to belong to The Ductus- their coven. But she
never expected to fall in love with the head of the Diving Clan of the vampires, especially since the
clan has what they've been looking for.To keep the peace, love will embolden the couple to stand up to
centuries of hate and bitterness. Will they be able to do it?I love gothic and this, without any doubt,
is some of the BEST gothic I have read in years. It's just a great story. Highly recommended. 5/5Dark
SecretBy Melvena Asaon October 13, 2018Absolutely, loved this book and definitely full of everything
shifter. Great read. Well written. Cannot wait for more.Well DoneBy Kona Whitneyon September 20, 2018The
book was slow at first. Which is not a bad thing as it takes time to set the storyline. I was hooked
right from the beginning. Once you figured out where this was going you couldn't but it down. Well
done!Fantastic Read!!By LynnStifleon September 20, 2018What a amazing read! I thoroughly enjoyed the
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storyline and the characters of Anna and Ethan are captivating. Once I started reading I couldn't put it
down until I finished it. I absolutely loved it and I definitely recommend it, you won't be
disappointed!! Avin is a outstanding author and I can't wait to read the next story!"Dark Secret" is a
Dark Paranormal Gothic Romance novel of approximately 78,000 words. Page Count: around 460+ pagesGet
This Book FREE With Kindle Unlimited!Enjoy!
Welcome to the Witches' Masquerade, where everyone gets a dance with Death. Follow stray witch Alba to a
secluded town in the French Pyrenees, where she and Clarence, her loyal vampire companion, will search
for a long-lost spell which is their only hope to defeat a deadly curse. A remote abbey hiding a secret
grimoire. Headless ghosts and mysterious vampire hunters. A dangerous European witch coven. This is the
darkest book in the series, with an ending that won't leave anyone indifferent. What readers are saying
about Witches' Masquerade: "Wow. Seriously, wow. The last few chapters were so unexpected, but truly
satisfying. Up until the second half I was thinking Stray Witch was still my favorite. By the end of
this book, I changed my mind. I think this one is my favorite!!!" --K. Y. "I truly think this was the
best in the series! I am completely enthralled with these characters!" ---E. L. What readers are saying
about the Stray Witch - The Vampires of Emberbury series: ????? "There are many dark twists and turns
with delightful touches of humor that make it extremely difficult to put this book down." (Goodreads
reviewer) ????? "The writing was lyrical and engaging, and the author really swept you along with the
characters." (Goodreads reviewer) Witches Masquerade is a vampire and witch paranormal romance / magical
realism novel by Eva Alton. This paranormal women's fiction story is the third installment of the novel
Stray Witch. The Vampires of Emberbury is a Paranormal Vampire Romance & Magical Realism Series with an
adult female protagonist and a sweet and spicy, vampire - witch romance. Other titles in this series:
Stray Witch (Book 1) Witch's Mirror (Book 2) Witches' Masquerade (Book 3) Book 4 (to be announced) The
Vampire's Assistant (Prequel, Julia and Francesca's story) A Winter's Cobalt Kiss (A Seasonal Novella in
the world of Stray Witch, Alba, Mark and Clarence's backstory)
Book 1 of Vampire Witch Trilogy
A New Adult Urban Fantasy (Red Witch Chronicles 1)
The Witching Hour
A Novel
The Witch and the Vampire King

Dropping stitches and catching killersWhen an older gentleman keels over in his scones and tea at the Elderflower Tea Shop in Oxford-a victim
of poison-Lucy Swift and her band of undead amateur detectives are on the case.Elderflower Tea Shop is next door to Cardinal Woolsey's, the
yarn shop Lucy runs and home to the late-night Vampire Knitting Club. The tea shop owners are a pair of octogenarian spinsters and old family
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friends, so Lucy wants to help clear up the mystery that's keeping their shop closed. But murder isn't the only issue troubling the Miss Watts. A
man has come between them. Miss Florence Watt is being romanced by an old flame, one Mary Watt distrusts. In between figuring out who,
among his many enemies, might have poisoned the unpleasant Colonel Montague, Lucy's trying to brush up on her magic spells before the
Wiccan potluck dinner her witchy cousin insists she attend.However, she's still settling into being a witch and since she botched a spell and
blew up her kitchen, she's taking the magic slowly. Her knitting endeavors aren't much better. Between purling when she should knit and
dropping so many stitches her hand-knit scarf looks like it was attacked by giant moths, there are days Lucy thinks she'll pack it all in and move
back to Boston. She might, except she'd miss her beloved undead grandmother, her new friends, one very sexy vampire and a local detective
who is very much alive.Stitches and Witches is Book 2 in the Vampire Knitting Club series of paranormal cozy mysteries. It is a standalone
novel with no sex or gore, just humor, knitting, magic and a touch of romance.Get yours today.
A stubborn witch is forced to team up with an obstinate vampire in their quest to find the stolen Book of Spells that could destroy the witches.
When Logan's grandfather is brutally murdered by a rogue vampire he must find the killer before the stolen Book of Spells leads him to the
Blood Stone, which would destroy the witches, but after a week of searching, he has uncovered no clues and the council of witches and
vampires bring in a tracker. Even as he argues he can find the killer on his own, his witch blood is stirred by the beautiful vampire. That alone
was reason enough not to work with her. Too much of a distraction. Makala isn't just any vampire tracker. Before she was turned, she had the
gift of second sight. After she was made vampire, her gift became stronger. It still doesn't mean she wants to work with a stubborn witch.
Especially one she's attracted to. She prefers to work alone, but his witch spells and ability to read the witch signs might come in handy. When
she discovers the identity of the rogue vampire, she realizes they have a shared enemy in the murderer. Makala knows it won't be easy stopping
him, and could very well cost them their lives. Forbidden Legacy is the second book in the Forbidden series. If you enjoy fast-paced, exciting
adventure, witches and vampires, and a steamy love story, then pick up your copy of the latest in this paranormal series.
Black Magic is the best revenge All New 2021 Edition! "These are a MUST READ. Black Annis has become my favorite series I've read in a
long time, if not ever!" - Amazon reviewer "Well-written and highly original - definitely not just another witch story. Characters and plot are
beautifully done." - Amazon reviewer "Delightfully wicked" - Amazon reviewer Contains the first five Black Annis books: Demon Hunter
Demon Slayer Demon Destroyer Demon Punisher Blood Moon All that the ancient black witch Annis wants is to avenge her father and defeat
her enemies. However, it's easier said than done, for her enemies are powerful Necromancers, deadly Archdemons, ruthless vampires - and her
own mother. But after four hundred years of torment in the Lake of Fire, Black Annis will not give up. They will know her fury. All of them.
The Priesthood will suffer for what they did to her. And there's no way she's letting them send her back to Hell. She might need a bit of time to
adjust to the body of a young woman she possessed, and a bit more time to adapt to the modern city of Los Angeles, but she'll manage. She has
to. Because her enemies will not rest until she is dead. Again. But dying once was enough and now it's her turn to strike back. She is a powerful
black witch, the only daughter of the immortal Witch Queen Amelia, and she will have her vengeance.
During Mardi Gras, Lana was kidnapped my a lethal vampire, one who has been alive for more than eight centuries. She is forced to stay in a
house where he keeps her, where she would soon discover that she holds the key into making a completely new world. The last thing she
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expected was to fall in love with the beast.
A hidden witch heritage. A supernatural school shrouded in mystery. Unseen danger around every corner. Fans of The Vampire Diaries,
Twilight, and A Shade of Vampire will be blown away by Supernatural Academy... When 16-year-old Bethany learns she's a witch, she jumps
at the chance to attend Dusk Academy for Supernatural Studies where she'll study alongside other witches and vampires. Though the two races
have had a tentative truce for the past decade, she quickly learns old animosity still lives strong on campus.Vampire James feels an immediate
spark with Bethany, but when he learns she's the subject of ridicule and attacks for her friendship with him, he sets out to ensure she's
protected.Neither is prepared for the secrets Dusk Academy holds. An incomplete history, mysterious figures, and a dark presence occupying
the school all culminate in a supernatural showdown that requires Bethany to tap into her new-found powers.Will it be enough to save her new
friends...and herself? Or will the dark forces haunting the shadows of the Academy prevail?
Something Wicked (Book #4 in the Vampire's Witch Saga)
Dark Secret
A Paranormal Romance and Women's Fiction Vampire Witch Novel
The Witch with No Name
Time's Convert
A Paranormal Vampire Romance and Urban Fantasy Novel

It’s Rachel Morgan’s ultimate adventure . . . and anything can happen in this final book in the New York Times bestselling
Hollows series. Rachel Morgan has come a long way from her early days as an inexperienced bounty hunter. She’s faced
vampires and werewolves, banshees, witches, and soul-eating demons. She’s crossed worlds, channeled gods, and accepted her
place as a day-walking demon. She’s lost friends and lovers and family, and an old enemy has unexpectedly become something
much more. But power demands responsibility, and world-changers must always pay a price. Rachel has known that this day
would come—and now it is here. To save Ivy’s soul and the rest of the living vampires, to keep the demonic ever after and our own
world from destruction, Rachel Morgan will risk everything. . . .
A Discovery of Witches
Shadow of Night (Movie Tie-In)
A Witch Meets a Vampire
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